Across
2. Who warns Caesar?
3. March 15
5. Brutus wife
6. 1 of the people ruled by trimvirate
9. Who convinces Caesar not to go to the senate?
10. "Et tu, Brute!" says...
14. How did Portia die?
16. Emperor of Rome
17. Who offered Caesar the crown?
18. The nephew of Caesar
19. Shakespeare's wife
21. Who underestimates Antony?
22. Logic with numbers
23. Follower of Caesar
24. Setting
26. Excessive pride
27. Is Caesar deaf in one ear?
28. A play on words
29. Last to stab Caesar
33. Killed for his bad verses
34. Lures Antony away from the assassination scene
35. Begs for the partition of his brother

Down
1. Gives Caesar letter of warning
4. How many acts are in this play?
7. Opposed Antony speech
8. Stabbed Caesar first
11. Time
12. First name of author
13. The author
16. Emperor of Rome
17. Who offered Caesar the crown?
20. Year author was born
21. Who underestimates Antony?
24. Setting
25. Do the people of Rome support Brutus during his speech?
30. How many times was Caesar offered the crown?
31. What did Portia stab herself with?
32. Son of Shakespeare's